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Use this guide to obtain a deeper understanding of the state 

of the beauty industry, the trends impacting its direction, and 

the technologies that will influence how you position, market, 

and sell tomorrow and beyond.

Executive Summary

The industry snapshots, shifts in 
consumer behavior, and emerging 
technologies briefly illustrated in 
this guide have been included solely 
to provide you with actionable 
insight you can use to make data 
driven decisions that powerfully 
differentiate your brand and help you 
intelligently chart a strategic course 
for the future.

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED,  
DATA IS UP TO DATE AS OF JANUARY 2017



We’re successful, in part, 
because of Shopify Plus. We 
tested all of the competitors 

and Shopify is the best.

“

“
AMAR GANDHI

Partner of  
My Makeup Brush Set

https://www.mymakeupbrushset.com/
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We can do things so much 
faster now. Why would anyone 
spend time or money building 

a platform when Shopify works 
so well right out of the box?

“

“

MADS TIMMERMANN

Founder of 
Danish Skin Care

https://www.danishskincare.com/
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Industry Snapshot
The global beauty products industry is expected to grow at a rate of 6.4% and generate 

$675 billion USD by 2020. Growth is forecast to be fueled, in part, by aging populations 

that desire to look younger, rising incomes in emerging markets, and innovations that 

combine beauty products and wearable technology in ways that not only help consumers 

look and feel better about themselves but also empower consumers to track their fitness 

and monitor their health.

The market is often divided into five or six distinct segments which include:

Of these segments, skincare is the largest and accounts for 36% of sales by segment. 

However, the beauty products industry is also often further divided into premium and 

mass product segments based on a variety of factors that include:

• Brand prestige

• Price

• Distribution channel

Skincare

Fragrances & toiletries

Haircare

Oral beauty products

Cosmetics

http://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20150727005524/en/Research-Markets-Global-Cosmetics-Market-2015-2020-Market
https://www.statista.com/markets/415/topic/467/cosmetics-personal-care/
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/f2lvdg/global_cosmetics
http://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
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Overall, ecommerce accounts for a relatively small slice of beauty industry sales.  

However, shifts in consumer behavior sparked by advances in technology and 

connectivity, especially in emerging markets where incomes are rising, are resulting 

in accelerated ecommerce growth. This phenomena is evident in the United States, 

especially as beauty products and personal care items are increasingly packaged  

together in kits:

The category, according to analysts, is expected to be dominated by anti-aging and  

sun protection products as aging populations attempt to fight the effects of time  

and populations of all ages become increasingly educated about the impact of UV  

rays and preserving a youthful appearance.

in billion U.S. dollars
Ecommerce % of total category sales

Deodorants
and depilatories

Haircare Men’s
grooming

Bath and
shower

Fragrances Color
cosmetics

SkincareSets and
Kits

3%
1%

3%

7% 7%
5%

17%

12%

$1.6$0.9$0.6$0.4$0.4$0.2$0.1$0.1

personal care beauty

SOURCE:  A.T. KEARNEY

http://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
https://www.statista.com/markets/415/topic/467/cosmetics-personal-care/
https://www.atkearney.com/documents/10192/5357723/Beauty+and+the+E-Commerce+Beast+-+2014+Edition.pdf/dcb3ec25-7274-484d-a9d2-a8f3fe488e4f
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in percent

Breakdown of the cosmetic market worldwide 
from 2011 to 2015, by geographic zone

120.0%

100.0%

80.0%

60.0%

40.0%

20.0%

0.0%

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Asia-Pacific

North America

Western Europe

Latin America

Eastern Europe

Africa-Middle East

Unlike other industries, markets outside the United States account for a larger portion of 

overall sales. For instance, the Asia-Pacific region accounts for approximately one-third  

of the industry’s revenue, followed by North America, Western Europe, and Latin America:

Emerging middle and upper classes in China and India are expected to drive beauty 

industry growth in the second half of the decade and beyond. Shifts in consumer behavior 

in those markets, such as increased consumption of beauty products by Asian males, are 

also expected to contribute to future growth. However, the industry may become even 

more bifurcated as rising incomes overseas stimulate demand for higher-quality products 

that are more ethically sourced and packaged in ways that are sustainable.

For premium multinational brands, these trends may be capitalized on and incorporated 

into offerings as differentiators or value propositions. Conversely, mass market beauty 

product manufacturers that compete on price may perceive these trends as headwinds 

and experience margin pressure during the later half of the decade and beyond.

SOURCE:  STATISTA

http://blog.euromonitor.com/2014/07/mens-grooming-habits-in-emerging-and-developed-markets.html
http://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
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Industry challenges on a macro level include slow to moderate global economic growth, 

employment and wage pressures, and foreign currency implications that impact 

consumer spending and may weigh on industry growth. Macroeconomic conditions may 

also impact whether mass market beauty product makers slowly melt upward regarding 

quality and price or whether premium beauty product manufacturers may have to relax 

pricing to maintain share and top-line growth.

Conversely, significant growth opportunities exist in the second half of the decade 

and beyond as favorable demographic trend, the consumer’s desire to align herself 

with socially conscious brands, and the increasing desire to incorporate technology 

into everyday products act as strong tailwinds. Separately, shifts in distribution and 

the growth of ecommerce is changing the way consumers purchase beauty products. 

Likewise, opportunity also exists on the brick-and-mortar front as consumers are 

simultaneously seeking out multidimensional brand experiences that can’t be had 

online alone.

Before examining trends currently impacting the industry and what merchants may 

expect in the second half of the decade and beyond, we’ll examine the sales and growth 

outlooks of the beauty industry.
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SOURCE:  STATISTA

Sales & Growth Outlook
The global beauty market, according to analysts, is expected to increase to $675 billion 

by 2020 from $460 billion in 2014. The estimated 6.4% annual growth rate is expected 

to be driven by ecommerce, burgeoning middle classes with more discretionary income 

in emerging markets, and product innovation. However, research also suggests industry 

growth may be constrained due to consumer shifts in perceptions regarding side effects, 

raw materials sourcing, as well as unregulated markets.

Worldwide, the colored cosmetics market is expected to generate more than $63 billion 

USD in 2016 and is forecast to grow to approximately $75 billion USD by 2021:

SIZE OF THE GLOBAL COLOR  
COSMETIC MAKEUP MARKET 
in billion U.S. dollars

 2012  2013  2014  2015  2016  2017  2018  2019  2020  2021

$55 $58.9$56.9 $61 $63.1 $65.3 $67.6 $70 $72.4 $75

https://www.statista.com/statistics/259217/global-make-up-market-size/
http://www.researchandmarkets.com/research/f2lvdg/global_cosmetics
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SOURCE:  STATISTA

Overall, skincare products comprise approximately one-third of the market followed by haircare 

and makeup:

Cosmetic market worldwide
market share

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

20152014201320122011

Skincare

Haircare

Makeup

Perfumes

Toiletries, Deodorants

Oral Cosmetics

https://www.statista.com/statistics/243967/breakdown-of-the-cosmetic-market-worldwide-by-product-category/
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Private label

Olay Regenerist

L’Oréal RevitaLift

Olay Total Effects 7 in One

Olay Age Defying

Neutrogena Rapid Wrinkle Repair

Olay Regenerist Micro-Sculpting

L’Oréal RevitaLift Miracle Blur

L’Oréal RevitaLift Triple Power

RoC Retinol Correxion 
Deep Wrinkle

in million units

Unit sales of the leading facial anti-aging brands 
in U.S. drugstores in 2014 

3

1.33

1.25

1.21

1.05

1.01

0.95

0.68

0.62

0.59
SOURCE:  STATISTA

Within the skincare segment is a popular subcategory that is expected to drive future 
growth. Not only are anti-aging skincare products being used by baby boomers in an 
attempt to slow the aging process, but they’re also increasingly being used by younger 
consumers in an effort to delay the impact of aging:

https://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
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Mass merchandisers and supermarkets

Export markets

Wholesalers

Drugstores

Direct sellers and specialty retailers

Department stores

Hair and beauty salons

Other

in percent

Sales breakdown of the beauty industry in the United States in 
2015, by distribution segment

24%

15%

15%

13%

11%

11%

9%

2%
SOURCE:  STATISTA

While global sales are expected to experience moderate growth for years to come, the 

majority of cosmetics are still purchased at big-box stores, pharmacies, and other brick- 

and-mortar locations:

https://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
https://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
https://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
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However, the data are inconsistent with that in a separate research project. Broken 
down by each of the beauty industry’s segments, below is a snapshot of how frequently 
consumers say they purchase beauty products online:

Percentage of online beauty personal care shoppers

Skincare Personal 
Care

Color 
cosmetics

Fragrances Haircare Nailcare Tools

3%
7%

12%

42%

36%

1%
10%

19%

41%

29%

13%

16%

35%

27%

13%

23%

39%

24%

14%

19%

32%

24%

15%

21%

36%

22%

9%

8%

15%

38%

30%

9% 1% 11% 5%

Do not use

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

SOURCE:  A.T. KEARNEY

https://www.atkearney.com/documents/10192/5357723/Beauty+and+the+E-Commerce+Beast+-+2014+Edition.pdf/dcb3ec25-7274-484d-a9d2-a8f3fe488e4f
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SOURCE:  STATISTA

Despite inconsistent data and major brands investing in digital technologies designed to 

help consumers better select and apply beauty products, such as cosmetics, ecommerce 

accounts for just a fraction of the industry’s overall sales in the U.S.:

U.S. online shop and mail-order sales of drugs, health,
and beauty products
in million U.S. dollars

Total

Ecommerce

$0

$20,000

$40,000

$60,000

$80,000

$100,000

201420132012201120102009200820072006200520042003

https://www.statista.com/statistics/185452/us-online-shops-and-mail-order-houses-sales-figures-for-pharmaceuticals/
http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/forty-seven-percent-of-us-online-shoppers-of-beauty-and-personal-care-products-shop-more-frequently-in-2014-versus-prior-year-according-to-at-kearney-study-300010653.html
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As a reference point, ecommerce represents about 6.5% of total sales in the global 

colored cosmetics segment. However, analysts forecast ecommerce sales of cosmetics 

and pharmaceuticals, which some analysts pair together, to grow at a CAGR of 14.4% by 

2021, which, data suggest, will likely outpace the overall rate of industry growth:

SOURCE:  STATISTA

Revenue in the personal care market
in million U.S. dollars (worldwide)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$59,680
$69,657

$84,575

$101,935

$118,293
$132,710

$144,877

http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/forty-seven-percent-of-us-online-shoppers-of-beauty-and-personal-care-products-shop-more-frequently-in-2014-versus-prior-year-according-to-at-kearney-study-300010653.html
http://www.statista.com/outlook/254/100/personal-care-pharmaceuticals/worldwide
http://www.statista.com/outlook/254/100/personal-care-pharmaceuticals/worldwide
https://www.statista.com/outlook/254/100/personal-care/worldwide#market-revenue
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In the U.S., skincare leads the online sale of beauty products at $1.6 billion:

SOURCE:  STATISTA

Online sales in the U.S. beauty and personal care market
2014 - in billion U.S. dollars

SkincareSets
and Kits

Color
Cosmetics

FragrancesBath and
Shower

Men's
Grooming

HaircareDeodorants
and Depilatories

$0.1 $0.1
$0.2

$0.4 $0.4

$0.6

$0.9

$1.6

http://www.statista.com/study/11592/cosmetics-industry-statista-dossier/
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73%

42%

35%

32%

28%

27%

25%

25%

24%

23%
22%

20%

19%

18%

18%

The top 15 websites for buying beauty and personal 
care products online

Amazon.com

Walmart.com

Sephora.com

Walgreens.com

Target.com

Macys.com

CVS.com

eBay.com

Ulta.com

Avon.com

Drugstore.com

Beauty.com

Loreal.com

JCPenney.com

Olay.com

Note the mix of branded versus third-party or box-store sites as destinations for online 

beauty product purchases, as ranked by consumer preference:

SOURCE:  A.T. KEARNEY

https://www.atkearney.com/documents/10192/5357723/Beauty+and+the+E-Commerce+Beast+-+2014+Edition.pdf/dcb3ec25-7274-484d-a9d2-a8f3fe488e4f
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Growth by Region
Opportunity exists in emerging markets, such as India and China, where increasingly 

affluent middle classes are emerging and incomes are rising. Though relative sustained 

strength in the U.S. dollar, combined with persistent weakness in the yuan and other 

currencies, could impact forecasts, multinational brands are increasingly targeting 

segments of the Asia-Pacific region, even though it is already the top global market for 

beauty products.

in percent

Breakdown of the cosmetic market worldwide 
from 2011 to 2015, by geographic zone

120.0%

100.0%

80.0%

60.0%

40.0%

20.0%

0.0%

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Asia-Pacific

North America

Western Europe

Latin America

Eastern Europe

Africa-Middle East

SOURCE:  STATISTA

https://www.statista.com/statistics/243967/breakdown-of-the-cosmetic-market-worldwide-by-product-category/
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The United States is expected to be the top revenue generator in the global personal care 

market, followed by China, and the United Kingdom:

Importantly, China’s increasingly affluent middle class is growing quicker than many other 

regions, especially when you consider the increased demand for organic beauty products 

as well as increased demand for personal care items for men.

Top Countries

United States

China

United Kingdom

Japan

Germany

$28,366.0

$26.284.9

$5,025.9

$3,787.2

$2,006.5

Global comparison - revenue in the personal care market
in million U.S. dollars in 2017

SOURCE:  STATISTA

http://www.statista.com/topics/1897/cosmetics-in-china/
https://www.statista.com/outlook/254/100/personal-care/worldwide#market-global
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Separately, in the U.S., the average annual expenditure per customer has not yet 

recovered to levels seen in 2011:

Average annual expenditure on cosmetics, perfume and bath 
preparation products per consumer unit
in U.S. dollars

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

$152.03 $151.17
$143.17

$134.2

$170.49
$157.04

$145.91

$168.82 $164.33

SOURCE:  STATISTA

https://www.statista.com/statistics/304996/us-expenditure-on-cosmetics-perfume-and-bath-preparation/
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In China, the overall cosmetics industry is growing 13.3% and appears to be reflected in 

the growth trajectory of personal cosmetics expenditures:

SOURCE:  STATISTA

Online transaction value of cosmetics retailing in China 
in billion yuan

¥6
¥12.5

¥22.4

¥37.3

¥57.7

¥76.3

¥98.8

¥123.7

20152014201320122011201020092008

https://www.statista.com/topics/1897/cosmetics-in-china/
https://www.statista.com/study/20857/cosmetics-in-china-statista-dossier/
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Expenditure on skincare, cosmetics 
and fragrance by a	luent households in 2016

None

Under $50

$500 to $999

$1,000 to $2,999

$3,000 to $4,999

$5,000 to $9,999

$10,000 to $14,999

$15,000 to $24,999

$25,000 to $49,999

$50,000 to $74,999

Household income 
of 100,000 U.S. 
dollars or more

Household income 
of 200,000 U.S. 
dollars or more

8.9%

4.4%
3.2%

2.6%
2%

0.9%
0.6%

0.8%
0.5%

0.9%
0.6%

0%
0.1%

29.2%

29.5%

32.39%

33.5%
22.5%

18.1%

9.2%

SOURCE:  STATISTA

Growth & Affluence
The difference in spending on beauty products between households earning $200,000 

a year versus $100,000 shifts significantly at the $1,000-$2,999 yearly expenditure level. 

Below this level, households earning $100,000 a year were more likely to outspend their 

more affluent counterparts:

https://www.statista.com/statistics/241188/expenditure-of-affluent-us-households-on-skin-care-cosmetics-and-fragrance/
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Expenditure on skincare, cosmetics 
and fragrance by a	luent households in 2016

None

Under $500

$500 to $999

$1,000 to $2,999

$3,000 to $4,999

$5,000 to $9,999

$10,000 to $14,999

$15,000 to $24,999

$25,000 to $49,999

$50,000 or more

16.9%

3.8%
2.6%

1.4%
0.9%

1.1%
0.6%
0.6%

0.4%

0.1%
0.1%

0.1%
0.2%

46.7%

21.1%
53.5%

17.5%
8%

6.2%

18.1%

Household income 
of 100,000 U.S. 
dollars or more

Household income 
of 200,000 U.S. 
dollars or more

Similarly, the spending behavior is similar with skincare but shifts at the $500-$999 yearly 

expenditure level:

SOURCE:  STATISTA

https://www.statista.com/statistics/241203/expenditure-of-affluent-us-households-on-womens-skin-care-cosmetics-and-fragrance/
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SOURCE:  STATISTA

Importantly, especially for marketers of beauty products, a correlation exists between 

ecommerce and higher household incomes:

Distribution of online and in-store beauty spending 
in the U.S. in 2012, by income group

Less than $20,000 $20,000–$54,000 $55,000–$99,000 More than $100,000

33% 38%
41%

59%
56%

44%

63%67%

In-store

Online

https://www.statista.com/statistics/244199/online-and-in-store-beauty-spending-in-the-us-by-income-group/
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The opportunity for international growth 
combined with innovative new beauty 
products and technology that will 
enable more personalized omnichannel 
customer experiences are factors that are 
likely to contribute to future global growth 
in the beauty industry. Developing new 
anti-aging compounds for baby boomers 
as well as socially responsible cosmetics 
important to millennials who are eager 
to spend are factors also expected to be 
tailwinds in the second half of the decade.
However, the rise of a relatively affluent middle class in China and increased cosmetics 

demand in other emerging markets is expected to test the industry’s ability to: 

efficiently manage  
supply chains

scale ecommerce on 
a global level

and responsibly use the 
data often necessary 
to power tomorrow’s 
technology
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TREND 01 

Demand for Natural & Organic 
According to Grand View Research, organic skincare products are forecast to grow at a 

compound annual rate of 9.8% between 2012-2020 and result in $15.9 billion. Increased 

R&D combined with regulatory approval of natural and organic products from bodies like 

the USDA are expected to continue to fuel growth:

Natural and organic certifications, although fragmented domestically and internationally, 

may also be influencing consumer preference. Cosmetics that are manufactured in 

environmentally sustainable ways are becoming increasingly popular as consumers gravitate 

toward products that reduce pollution and reliance on petroleum-based cosmetics.

 

$6,000 

$5,000 

$4,000 

$3,000

$2,000

$1,000

$0

2012      2013             2014  2015        2016          2017            2018        2019           2020   

Skincare

Haircare

Oral care
Cosmetics

Others

North America organic personal care market 
revenue, by product, 2012–2020
in million U.S. dollars

SOURCE: GRAND  
VIEW RESEARCH

http://www.grandviewresearch.com/press-release/global-organic-personal-care-market
http://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/organic-personal-care-market
http://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/organic-personal-care-market
http://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/organic-personal-care-market
http://www.grandviewresearch.com/industry-analysis/organic-personal-care-market
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TREND 02 

A Secondary Marketplace Develops
We routinely buy used cars, clothing, and appliances online. Today, a secondary online 

market for used cosmetics exists as well. Regardless of how large cosmetics brands feel 

about their products being bought and sold on secondary markets, cosmetics users 

now have the ability to monetize new, slightly used, or unwanted cosmetics. Here’s how 

Glambot, one of the companies creating a secondary marketplace for cosmetics,  

describes itself and its founding:

“Glambot was founded by a tried and true makeup 

hoarder. She loves makeup and all the glamour it 

represents. After trying the various online makeup 

bartering and trading communities, she experienced 

the major downsides of these communities, such as 

swap lifting, counterfeits, items arriving damaged in 

the mail, or worst of all—items in unusable condition. 

Instead of abandoning the makeup community 

entirely, she decided to improve and unite it! In May 

2014, Glambot quickly grew to become the online 

destination for the largest collection of rare, limited 

edition and discontinued items from highly sought 

after and coveted makeup brands. So come on and 

experience the glam! We add new items every day!”

https://www.glambot.com/
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Have slightly used cosmetics piling up in a drawer? Here’s what you could earn by selling 

them to Glambot:

Critics argue that used cosmetics, unlike 

other used items, may not be safe to use 

and may pose health concerns. However, 

Glambot says it sterilizes its cosmetics 

prior to resale. Either way, a secondary 

marketplace creates opportunities and 

risks for cosmetics brands when it comes 

to price-sensitive consumers:

A secondary market could 
siphon sales from large
cosmetics brands

Or a secondary market 
could introduce brands to 
new customers who want to 
purchase new items directly 
from cosmetics makers

SOURCE:  GLAMBOT

Name Brands
Ex: MAC, NARS, Urban  
Decay, Too Faced, etc.

Luxury Brands
Ex: Dior, Chanel, YSL, 
Givenchy, etc.

 20-25         $15-$150 $25-$260

 25-50         $20-$350 $35-$600

 50-100         $30-$600    $50-$1,000

Number of 
Items

Estimated Earnings Sheet

https://www.glambot.com/earnings
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TREND 03 

A Change in Men’s Grooming Habits
If you automatically envision females when discussing beauty, cosmetics and personal 

care products, it’s time to rethink your assumptions. Men’s grooming habits have been  

changing for several years, and demand for products is now being fueled by  

Asia-Pacific markets. Research indicates that in many cases, men are now spending 

more time per day on their personal appearance than women:

Data suggest men in emerging markets are using a wider range of personal care products, 

including cosmetics and fragrances. Euromonitor International, a market research firm, 

says this:

“As disposable incomes rise and Western culture 

expands in emerging markets, male consumers in 

these countries are putting more effort into their 

appearance and using a wider range of products than 

many of their counterparts in developed countries.”

SOURCE: EUROMONITOR 
INTERNATIONAL

Daily time spent on personal appearance and grooming
share of respondents Men

Women

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

More than 1 hr31 mins to 1 hr16 to 30 mins6 to 15 mins5 mins or less

http://blog.euromonitor.com/2014/07/mens-grooming-habits-in-emerging-and-developed-markets.html
http://blog.euromonitor.com/2014/07/mens-grooming-habits-in-emerging-and-developed-markets.html
http://blog.euromonitor.com/2014/07/mens-grooming-habits-in-emerging-and-developed-markets.html
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As the middle class in Asia grows and becomes more affluent, cosmetics makers have 

an opportunity to sell a wider array of cosmetics to men in emerging markets. However, 

brand marketers must vary their approach as men in more developed markets still prefer 

more basic or manly personal care products.

SOURCE: EUROMONITOR 
INTERNATIONAL

Cosmetics usage among men
share of respondents

Developed Markets

Emerging Markets

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30%

Concealer

Lip Liner / Pencil

Blusher, Bronzer,
or Highlighter

Lipstick

Eye Shadow

Mascara

Eyeliner / Pencil

Finishing
Facial Powder

Lip Gloss

Foundation

Nail Polish

BB Cream
or CC Cream

Lip Balm
or Lip Salve

http://blog.euromonitor.com/2014/07/mens-grooming-habits-in-emerging-and-developed-markets.html
http://blog.euromonitor.com/2014/07/mens-grooming-habits-in-emerging-and-developed-markets.html
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TREND 04 

The Anti-Aging Boom Now Includes 
the Young
Research indicates that by 2030, more than 20% of the U.S. population will be 65 or 

older. That compares with just 13% in 2013. The baby boomer generation’s desire to 

age gracefully (or not at all) has been well documented. However, the graying trend isn’t 

limited to the U.S., as anti-aging skincare products provider NU SKIN points out:

“In the United States, someone turns 50 once every 

seven seconds. Over the next few years, 50% of 

Europe’s population will be age 65 and older. In Italy, 

retirees will outnumber active workers by 2030. 

By 2050, the average age in Thailand will increase 

to 50. (Source: MIT AgeLab.) And in the U.K., baby 

boomers currently number 20 million and hold 

80% of the nation’s wealth (source: BBC). Recent 

statistics suggest that Japan has more than 36,000 

citizens aged over 100. In countries in the Asia 

Pacific region, the population of individuals aged 65 

and older is increasing at almost double the speed 

of the same population in the U.S. and Europe.”

http://money.usnews.com/money/retirement/articles/2014/06/16/the-youngest-baby-boomers-turn-50
http://www.ageloc.com/content/ageloc/en/anti-aging_trends/growth-drivers.html
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in billion U.S. dollars

Size of the global skincare market from 2012 to 2021

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

$99.6
$105

$110 $115 $121
$127 $133 $140 $147 $154

SOURCE:  STATISTA

Targeting booming aging populations that possess abundant amounts of wealth is just 

one of the opportunities for cosmetics and anti-aging personal care product providers. 

A younger consumer who desires to postpone the effects of aging and desires ethically 

sourced, environmentally friendly, and socially responsible anti-aging products is providing 

new growth opportunities.

However, the opportunity for brands to extend anti-aging products to younger consumers 

must be approached with caution. Trends toward more natural, healthy, and minimalistic 

lifestyles may conflict with a marketer’s approach as well as backlash that suggests using 

anti-aging products too young can actually speed up the aging process.

http://www.statista.com/statistics/254612/global-skin-care-market-size/
http://www.ageloc.com/content/ageloc/en/anti-aging_trends/growth-drivers.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/femail/beauty/article-1213240/Old-time-How-young-women-use-anti-ageing-creams-speeding-process.html
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DRIVER 01 

Ultra-Personaliztion Powered by 
Artificial Intelligence & Segmentation
What does a 29-year-old single mother in rural India have in common with a 29-year-old  

technology entrepreneur in Silicon Valley?

Both are millennials.

However, lumping each into a one-size-fits-all category is a costly mistake that will likely 

be magnified in the future as cosmetics brands increasingly try to court millennials with 

technology designed to improve the user experience:

The future of the beauty industry will be dominated by science and technology,  

a focus on emerging markets, and personalized marketing that uses data to drive 

increasingly more valuable customer experiences. The following three drivers will likely 

impact the future of the beauty industry:

Undaunted Striver

Balanced Optimist

Secure Traditionalist

Impulsive Spender

Aspiring Struggler

Independent Sceptic

Conservative
Homebody

Inner circle:
All Consumers

Outer circle:
Millennials

Global millennials by consumer type 2013

SOURCE :  EUROMONITOR 
INTERNATIONAL

http://go.euromonitor.com/free-report-millennials-consumer-behaviour.html
http://go.euromonitor.com/free-report-millennials-consumer-behaviour.html
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Euromonitor International, a market research firm, emphasizes the contradictions 

inherent in millennials and how these will impact marketers:

It becomes even more complicated when viewed with a global perspective. Research 

indicates that while developed-market millennials struggle financially, millennials in  

developing markets are often the richest generation in the history of their nations.

“One thing that most markets have in common 

is that millennials are showing a shift away from 

conservative and traditional mindsets and in most 

cases, are more optimistic than their elders (even  

in markets where the reality is that they are poorer) 

and place more emphasis on friends and on social 

status than older age groups. However, in almost all 

markets, there is also a sizable millennial demographic 

that continues to embrace the attitudes of their 

traditional culture.”

http://go.euromonitor.com/free-report-millennials-consumer-behaviour.html
http://go.euromonitor.com/free-report-millennials-consumer-behaviour.html
http://go.euromonitor.com/free-report-millennials-consumer-behaviour.html
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It means the future will belong to cosmetics marketers who “segment their segments” with 

data that allows for the creation of interactive experiences that provide deep value and 

illustrate how brands know their customers intimately:

Combining facial mapping technology via a smartphone with an 

AI-powered virtual cosmetics assistant that can identify skin type, 

ethnicity, and other key data points to match and suggest products 

and show consumers exactly how the product will look on them in  

AR or VR

Transactional email (think emails triggered by replenishment cycles 

and purchase history) or situational targeting (ads, notifications, or 

alerts that are situationally targeted to people based on mobile device 

location, weather, and social plans) that combine real-time inventory 

of a consumer’s medicine cabinet to make cosmetics selection 

suggestions based on location, weather, or proximity to a nearby 

brick-and-mortar location that is convenient for pick up or ultra-fast 

delivery via UberRUSH

A virtual beauty assistant underpinned by purchase history data, real- 

time medicine cabinet inventory data, and social media sentiment 

that identifies and recommends cosmetics based on replenishment 

need and a consumer’s social, environmental, and cosmetics sourcing 

standards

Artificial intelligence, created by biogerontologists and data 

scientists, that identifies beauty and vital health concerns based on 

the selfies consumers take that may one day be used to make anti-

aging cosmetics and health care recommendations as well as alter 

the perceptions people have of beauty to mitigate negative impacts 

on mental health

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/news/11146752/How-technology-is-transforming-cosmetics.html
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/73160131-teach-your-email-to-behave-transactional-targeting-after-the-sale
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/74862403-13-ways-to-increase-sales-with-uberrush
http://beauty.ai/
http://beauty.ai/
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DRIVER 02 

3D Printed Makeup & Instant 
Commerce Executed in Virtual Reality
Snap a smartphone picture of a color you love (on a flower, blouse, or cosmetic), use an 

app to identify the color’s properties, and then instantly print makeup the exact color. It’s 

already happening thanks to MINK, the world’s self-proclaimed first makeup printer that 

turns any smartphone, camera, or laptop into an endless beauty aisle. Consumers can use 

MINK to create blush, lip gloss, pressed powder, and eye shadow.

With just a bit of imagination, you can envision something like the MODA being built into 

self-driving automobiles so women could simply position their faces into a makeup  

applicator, designed into the rear view mirror of course, and instantly get a custom look 

much safer than many do today.

Or consider the capabilities of MODA, 
self-proclaimed to be the world’s 
first digital makeup artist, which 
combines advanced 3D printing with 
facial scanning technology with a 
smartphone app to instantly create 
trendy makeup like this:

Use the app to scan your 
face and pick a look

Connect with your MODA 
system via Bluetooth

Align your face with the 
MODA and the makeup  
will be applied

http://hellomink.com/
https://www.foreo.com/institute/moda/
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The possibilities of 3D-printed makeup become 
even more compelling when combined with 
virtual reality, artificial intelligence, and facial 
mapping technology:

Virtual assistants who not only can alert you while you’re applying 

makeup in the bathroom or in your car, that your makeup may clash 

with your outfit but also can recommend a formula that matches 

perfectly and can be printed and applied instantly

Artificial intelligence that not only can warn you, just before 

purchasing a particular color code or printing powder, that your 

makeup choice will only match or wear well with a specific number  

of outfits in your closet but also can make recommendations based 

on purchase history, online behavior, and social media sentiment

Facial scanning technology that instantly identifies, in AR or VR 

environments, makeup combinations worn on screen by others 

that might would work well with your face or skin type, offer an 

on-demand glimpse of you actually wearing the makeup in a virtual 

makeover room, and provide the ability to instantly download and 

print the formula

An imaginative marketer might also extend and expand the idea by installing mobile  

3D-printed-cosmetics stations on college campuses ahead of Halloween parties, to target 

males who want to paint their faces and bodies prior to football games, or even walk-in  

3D-printed makeup rooms for body-paint artists and photographers who once had to 

spend 12-14 hours painting a subject by hand.
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Wearables that feel like human skin, described by some as a robotic 

band-aid or a wearable tattoo, and can connect with devices to reveal 

personal health data such as temperature, stiffness, hydration, heart 

rate, UV exposure. L’Oréal is co-creating a flexible electronics patch 

designed to measure exposure to UV radiation and create a custom 

skin protection solution based on an individual’s skin type

Cosmetic stickers or Dermocosmetics, similar to eyeblack stickers 

professional baseball and football players use to keep the sun  

out of their eyes, designed to address a number of skin conditions, 

including anti-aging goals. When placed beneath the eyes, the 

stickers will deliver microcurrents designed to help the skin minimize 

or erase wrinkles

DRIVER 03 

Wearable Technology Combines 
With Beauty Products to Create  
New Categories That Track Fitness  
& Health
The future will likely see cosmetics intersect with wearables in ways that help people 

not only look their best but also potentially feel better and make real-time, data-driven 

decisions to help live healthier lifestyles:

http://www.mc10inc.com/
http://www.cosmeticsdesign.com/Market-Trends/L-Oreal-enters-wearables-market-with-My-UV-skin-patch-to-better-protect-against-sun-damage
http://www.feeligreen.net/
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Real-time monitoring of  
personal health data of 
athletes to prevent injury 
and illness

On-demand evaluation 
of key health metrics of 
pilots, designated drivers, 
or school-bus drivers 
responsible for the safety  
of others

Lower-risk alternatives to 
expensive plastic surgery or 
wrinkle-filling injections that, 
at times, can negatively  
impact beauty

Flexible wearable cosmetics will likely open the door to never-before-thought-of markets 

for cosmetics makers on the cutting edge:

Cosmetic scientists are also experimenting with nanotechnology to see if invisible 

masks or films may be created that might replace traditional cosmetics. Invisible 

nanotechnology robots might also one day travel across your face, removing dirt, oil, 

and dead skin, meaning you might become much less reliant on cleansers. There’s 

also discussion around the possibility of using electronic ink that users could apply as 

makeup and use as a wand that emits a magnetic field that could change the ink’s color 

and blend it appropriately. 

http://chemistscorner.com/future-of-cosmetic-formulation/
http://www.eink.com/
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You can have a functional 
site up and running in a 

week and a half. It’s really 
easy to use and has allowed 

us to scale quickly.

“

“

AMAR GANDHI

Partner of 
My Makeup Brush Set

https://www.mymakeupbrushset.com/
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What’s Your Digital Business  
Advantage?

A customized checkout that 
increases conversion rates 
and average ticket size

Creating interactive and 
highly personal customer 
experiences

A POS application you can 
use to make sales in both 
the digital and physical 
worlds but still provide 
centralized one-stop-shop 
reporting

Split testing cart upsell and 
cross-sell tactics designed  
to increase top-line growth

A customizable, flexible,  
and easy-to-use ecommerce 
platform that allows you 
to focus on the customer 
experience

Innovatively marketing 
in ways that increase 
conversions and
customer lifetime value

Unless you have a digital advantage, research suggests you’ll likely end up like the 20% 

of today’s market leaders who will lose their top spot to younger more agile companies. 

Unfortunately, many of the ecommerce companies we talk with aren’t singularly focused 

on the things that’ll help them succeed and grow:

http://www.hkstrategies.com/tags/technology?page=1
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It’s not that these objectives aren’t top of mind or that you’re not working toward 

them. Often, the problem is technology that underpins your ecommerce business, 

which often unnecessarily distracts your attention from key business goals and 

robs you of the money and time needed to accomplish what’s really important.

Here’s how Shopify’s Andrea Wahbe sums it up in a blog post entitled 

Why Are You Still Paying $1 Million For An Ecommerce Site?

“For years, high-volume merchants have willingly 

budgeted between $500,000 to $1 Million for 

the design, development, project management, 

supporting applications and content for their 

ecommerce website builds.

Add to that your needs for ongoing site maintenance 

and new features and you’re looking at spending 

upwards of an additional $1M a year to have an 

enterprise ecommerce service provider support  

your annual online business growth.”

https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/67404291-why-are-you-still-paying-over-1-million-for-an-ecommerce-site-the-answer-may-shock-you
https://www.executionists.com/blog/how-much-does-an-e-commerce-website-cost/
https://www.executionists.com/blog/how-much-does-an-e-commerce-website-cost/
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So ask yourself this: 
Is technology a friend or foe?

“In all of those conversations I said please 

explain why I need to spend $100,000 on 

a custom checkout cart the vendor has 

probably already built for another client 

versus one that’s already on the market 

and working well for thousands of other 

ecommerce companies like ours? If I go 

down the custom route it could be a black 

hole and wind up costing hundreds of 

thousands of dollars more for development 

and integration.”

NATE CHECKETTS

CEO 

 

Rhone Apparel

https://rhone.com
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The Replatforming Myth

“We’re ecstatic about all of the possibilities. 

Not only did we not take a huge hit when we 

changed platforms but our organic traffic 

began growing. Our conversion rate has 

increased 25-30% and our average order 

value is up 15-20%. We’re super optimistic 

about the future.”

You’ll lose traction and customers, and it might not work.

Those are just a few of the reasons ecommerce companies give for not replatforming  

or initially trusting an easy-to-use, out-of-the-box solution like Shopify Plus, an enterprise  

ecommerce platform for high-volume merchants.

The reality is replatforming with Shopify Plus is easy, even for big 

ecommerce companies that require customization, integration, and 

applications that tightly manage inventory and fulfillment. In fact, 

many of the negatives you hear about replatforming are part of  

The Dirty Little Secret Traditional Enterprise Software Companies 

Don’t Want You to Know.

JOHN HART

Ecommerce Manager 

 

Peepers

https://www.shopify.com/plus
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/83186374-the-dirty-little-secret-traditional-enterprise-software-companies-dont-want-you-knowing
https://www.shopify.com/enterprise/83186374-the-dirty-little-secret-traditional-enterprise-software-companies-dont-want-you-knowing
https://www.peepers.com/
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The Shopify Plus team has helped thousands of 
merchants replatform quickly and in ways that 
answer two burning questions many of you and 
your peers have:

QUESTION #1 

Is Shopify Plus easy to use?

ANSWER 

It’s extremely easy to use right out of the box. Even better, it’s flexible, which means you 

can easily integrate your current systems and quickly customize your store.

“It’s Shopify’s inexpensive technology that 

allows us to stitch all of the pieces together. 

If you have no technical experience Shopify 

allows you to pop a few buttons and have  

a store up in no time. But if you have a bit  

of technical know-how, it’s also a platform 

that’s extremely flexible in terms of 

customization.”

MADISON WICKHAM

Co-founder 

 

Man	Outfitters

https://www.manoutfitters.com/
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QUESTION #2 

How will Shopify Plus impact my business financially?

ANSWER 

You will pay a fraction of the cost of a traditional enterprise software solution, know 

exactly what you’ll pay each month, and can invest the money you save into growing 

your business. Going with Shopify gives merchants two key advantages:

“We’ve saved so much money since moving 

to Shopify Plus. I’m no longer calling a 

developer at 3 A.M. and begging people  

to help. Our hosting, development, and 

software costs have been cut in half  

since switching. Shopify Plus is worth  

every penny!”

“The push notifications on my Shopify 

smartphone app were going crazy. It was 

incredible, an extreme high to see two or 

three sales notifications every minute. In just 

a week we were doing in revenue what some 

of the biggest artists do in an entire month. 

We wound up doing $2 million in 30 days.”

FARAH BARGHI

Brand Manager 

 

All Pro Science

CHARLIE JABALEY

Co-Founder 

 

Street Execs

01. Cost Savings

02. Increased Revenue Generation

https://www.allproscience.com/
https://www.streetexecs.com/index.html
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Objections to Replatforming
It’s a big decision…

One almost no one makes without at least a degree of unease. In fact, if you’re not at least 

a little nervous about replatforming, you probably don’t fully appreciate the perceived 

risks. Similarly, you may not be genuinely appreciating the risk of opting to stay with your 

traditional enterprise ecommerce solution.

The replatforming objections you may have are likely similar to those that Shopify Plus 

merchants had prior to switching:

“I wish you had come to me six months ago. I’ve put 

too much money and time into our current platform 

to switch at this point.”  

 

“We’ve put a lot of money into development. In fact 

our business is structured around employing a lot of 

developers to make this work. I can’t go back to my 

boss now and tell him or her that we don’t need all 

this after we’ve already spent the money.” 

 

“I’m in too deep now to switch.”
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These are extremely difficult positions to find oneself in. Even if you realize, albeit belatedly, 

that a relatively inexpensive out-of-the-box enterprise ecommerce solution offering the 

functionality an enterprise-level organization requires exists, it just doesn’t seem like an 

option if you’ve sunk large quantities of time and money into your existing platform.

Remember this though:

“A rational decision maker is interested only 

in the future consequences of current 

investments. Justifying earlier mistakes is 

not among [a rational thinker’s] concerns. 

The decision to invest additional resources 

in a losing account, when better investments 

are available, is known as the sunk-cost 

fallacy, a costly mistake that is observed in 

decisions large and small.”

DANIEL KAHNEMAN

Author 
and Nobel Laureate 

Thinking Fast and Slow

http://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Fast-Slow-Daniel-Kahneman/dp/0374533555
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When Technology Fades Away
It’s not sustainable continuing to pour resources into something your competitors take 

for granted and to which they pay little attention. Traditional ecommerce enterprise 

software is a recurring expense that can gnaw away at margins, distract you from growing 

your business, and prevent you from realizing your full potential as a company. 

It’s never too late to right a wrong.

Identifying a solution that could save your organization millions of dollars year after year, 

even if you’ve already sunk significant time, money, and face into your current platform, is 

undoubtedly one of the most courageous and valuable contributions you’ll ever make.

“We were never really a sunglasses company. 

We’re more of a marketing agency with a 

great product that we know how to brand 

and sell. Shopify Plus helped us to focus on 

that rather than the technology.” ANDREAS KLEIN

Chief Operations 

Officer 

Hawkers

https://hawkers.co
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What if technology got out of your 
way?
What would you spend the hundreds of thousands of dollars in savings on: advancing 

innovative research and development, improving the customer experience, or marketing 

like you know you can if only you had the time?

Your future will likely be determined by the experiences you create for customers:

Virtual reality ecommerce 
recommended by AI-powered 
personal assistants and  
amplified via social shares and 
next-generation segmentation

On-demand, one-click 
ecommerce motivated by 
artificial intelligence and 
delivered in the same day  
to a location of your choice

Wearables and digital mapping 
technology that can detect 
emotion and combine it with
personal health data to boost 
conversions and sales
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If you’re worried about outdated technology, 
you won’t be focused on creating points of 
differentiation like your competitors:

“There really are no technical limitations  

now. If we want to do something all we  

have to do is plug it in and go.”

“Shopify is just the best. It is by far the best 

ecommerce platform out there and has truly 

allowed us to sync our operations with 

vendors, apps and tech partners, as well  

as provide amazing reporting.”

RON DIORIO

Digital Engagement Director 

The Economist

GRIFFIN THALL

Co-Founder 

Pure Vida Bracelets

https://www.economist.com/
https://www.puravidabracelets.com/
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“Shopify allows us to focus on product 

development. Having a plug-and-play option 

that is still flexible enough to meet our 

business needs and maintain the aesthetics 

we want is great. It’s just so easy with 

Shopify. It really allowed us to get up and 

running and gain a lot of momentum right 

out of the gate.”

“Shopify is absolutely awesome. We swear 

by Shopify now and wouldn’t be where we 

are today without it.”

JEREMIAH LINDER

Marketer 

Livestream

MIKE BROWN

Founder 

Death Wish Coffee

https://livestream.com/
https://deathwishcoffee.com
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Integrate, customize,  
and invent the future.
Do it easily with Shopify Plus.

Get started

Insight and imagination for tomorrow and beyond

https://www.shopify.ca/plus/contact?itcat=industry_report&itterm=beauty

